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1. Introduction. Let G be a compact group. Let 2 denote the set of
all equivalence classes of continuous irreducible unitary representations of G. For each a* £ 2 , let U(a) be a fixed member of <r. Let Hff be
the [finite-dimensional] Hubert space on which U(<r) acts, and let dff
denote the dimension of H9. Let (S(2) denote the product space
P<r*2$8(H<r). For f&i(G), the Fourier transform ƒ is the element of
@(2) such that
<f(<r)S>v)=
f{iï:\,n)f(x)dx
Jo
for all £, rj&Hff and <r£2.
For an operator A on a finite-dimensional Hubert space, | A | denotes the unique positive-definite square root of A A ~ [~ denotes
adjoint]. If #i, • * • , an denote the eigenvalues of \A\, then j|^4f[^
denotes ( ]C?a?)1/p f or l^p< oo and 11A | [«^ denotes max \ak:
l£k£n\
= operator norm of A. Let E be an element in (g(2). Following R. A.
Kunze [4], we define

NU-(E*II&II:T*
for l ^ / X » , and ||£||„ = sup{||E„||*«,:<>'GS}. Finally, we define
<gP(2)= {£G@(S): | | £ | | , < oo } for lgp£ oo.
Kunze [4] has proved the following Hausdorff-Young theorems
[in considerably greater generality]:
A. Iff&p(G), 1 ÛP^2, and l/p+l/p' = l, thenf€&p.(?) and

(a) m>>m>1
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